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The flow characteristics of the rotating stall in compressors
is studied, and a flow model is-developed along with-a theoret-
ical calculation method based on-vortex theory.	 A detailed
theoretica•1 calculation is completed for a two-dimensional flow
field in a transonic' rotor in a rotating stall, and the result
is in good agreement-with experimental fipd^ngs. 	 The oscillo-
grams of•'time-varying'stall characteristic parameters 'recorded
for the•ons.et, growth, and cessation..processes of rotating
stall are analyzed,.and spme 'new flow phenomena deserving of
further investigation are discovered. 	 ' Thebe include.serious
separation of'indivtdual ^lades, • often'preeedjng the onset of
otating Stall in-compressors with very srgall blade-camber

angles, and periodical variation of the circumferential width
of the stall cell with time, accompanied by periodical oscilla-
tion of the width of the s'call cell'in the radial direction of
the blade.	 The circumferential and radial oscillation frequen-
cies are the same.
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FOREWORD	 /61

Due to the complexity of the physical phenomenon of a rotating

stall in compressors, many factors including some random ones can

affect the stall. Therefore, for many years researchers sought to

determine the quantitative relationship between the geometrical

and gas-dynamic parameters of compressors on the one hand, and the

characteristic parameters on the other, in stall conditions, but

no satisfactory results have been attained. Recently, with the

increasing enhancement in characteristics of axial-flow type

compressors, the type of unsteady flow phenomenon like a rotating

stall exerts a more serious effect and destructive role on compres-

sor properties. Frequently, the stall causes breaking of compressor

blades, and even major incident:. like the destruction of the compres-

sor and the death of its operator. Therefore, the study of this

type of unsteady flow phenomenon (in gas dynamics) like the rotating

stall is still one of the important topics in the field of aeronauti-

cal science and technology.

This paper conducts analysis and study of the properties of

gas flow in rotating stall conditions; by utilizing the vortex

theory, the vortex system flow model and the calculation method of

the flow field are established in the rotating stall conditions.

Based on this calculation method, relatively detailed theoretical

calculations are conducted on a low-speed rotor and a transonic

rotor. The calculated flow field matches quite well with the

measured flow field. This explains the soundness of the flow model

and the calculation method of the flow field. In addition, the

paper conducts analysis and study of the time-varying oscillogram

of the stall property parameters recorded during the onset, growth

and cessation processes of the rotating stall phenomenon of a

transonic rotor. Several new flow phenomena worth attention in

research were discovered, as follows: (1) the phenomenon of turbu-

lent separation (serious separation of a single blade) occurred

before the rotating stall condition; (2) in the varying process of

iii
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the stall flow state, the periodic variation with time of the

circumferential width of the seapration zone with the simultaneous

periodic variation of the width of the separation zone along the

blade h:ight direction.

iv



FLOW MECHANISM AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF A ROTATING STALL IN
TRANSONIC COMPRESSORS

Lu Yajun and Zhang Shunlin
Beijing Aeronautical Engineering College

I. Establishment of Physical Model of Gas Flow and its Calculation /62*

Formulas in Stall Condition

In order to better realize and understand the flow properties

ar.d the affected factors in rotating stall conditions, it is required

to establish a flow model to reveal this type of flow phenomenon.

We know from some experimental data in sudden-change rotating stall

conditions that vortex motions exist in the upper and lower streams

of the blade row in ',his stall condition. Therefore, obviously the

use of the vortex theory to establish a flow model in such working
	 *I

condition can better reveal the property of this type of flow

phenomenon than other means. In an axial flow type compressor, once

the phenomenon of rotating stall occurs, the axial symmetry of the

entire flow field is destroyed. If the coordinate system is fixed

in a rotating separation zone, the entire flow field is then

divided into two circulating flow zones with entirely different

properties. Within the main flow zone outside of the separation

zone, fundamentally the circulating flow and momentum of gas current

are the same as in a certain steady-state condition. Within the

low-speed gas flow in a separation zone, the intense separation

of the gas current will considerably reduce the circulating flow

momentum. Since there is a relative motion between the blade row

and the separation zone, each blade of the blade row will enter

and leave this separation zone in sequence. When each blade com-

pletes one cycle of entering and leaving the separation zone, the

circulating flow momentum of the gas on the blade will vary once

in back-and-forth fashion. This variation is the source producing

* Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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the periodic oscillation force on the blade when the blade enters

the separation zone from the main flow zone via one side of the

boundary in the separation zone; the circulating flow momentum

on the blade varies from a large to a small value. Therefore, a

vortex flowing from the blade tail to the lower stream of the blade

r
row has the same circulating momentum and direction on the blade

in the main flow zone. This phenomenon is similar to the situation

during an aircraft takeoff; simultaneously as the air current forms

an adhering vortex on the aircraft wings, a takeoff vortex must

remain on the ground. Since blades of a blade row enter and leave

th• separation zone continuously in sequence from two sides of

the boundary of the separation zone, two steady vortex streets

remain on two sides of the boundary of the separation zone. If

consideration should be given to the adhering effect, the intensity

of two vortex streets downstream from the blade row will gradually

be weakened and dissipated. In this paper, two finite-length vortex

streets of equal intensities are used to consider calibration of

this adhering effect in the flow model. The relative motion between

i^ the low-speed flow (or even the reverse flow) in the separation zone

and the incoming flow in front of the blade row enables the rotating

motion to take place in the upper stream of the blade row (the upper

strewn of the vortex street). The shape of the vortex street is

related to the size of the separation zone and the magnitude of

the gas flow spef:d. In order to simplify the flow model and

complexity of the calculation, a method is used where the lower-

stream vortex street extends toward the upper stream by a certain

distance while considering the effect of the existence of the

	

}	 vortex in the upper stream. Figure 1 presents a vortex flow model/63

established in the paper. From the flow model of the vortex system,

the following flow field calculation formula can be deduced:

In the formula,	 ^+w:+ir +w_

2; ch(2-Ey/4—COsi (2nx/f)

F	 sin(2zx/60
21 ...c11(2

ayd) —WS(2ax/t)
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In the equation, t is the intensity of the point vortex, and t is

the grid distance of the blade row.

The subscripts u and a indicate, respectively, the components

along the direction of the x and y axes. Similar situations are

applied in the following:

In the equations,

;., lr
WINSON

tae/t

wig = 
W=v

W=.,= - r _ --sV 2ay/L) .
21, ch(2nylL)—cos(2nri/L)

('	 sin(2ay/L)
+ ^2L- ch(2ny1' 1,) -aos(29T1f1L)_

T11 m X

(2)

c is the value of the x coordinate of a certain blade in the separa-

tion zone; L is the circumferential length of the circular blade

grid; and 
x'30 

is the nominal width of the separation zone.

In the equations,

W,.=Cl,cos(a+w +V 'C(K b

WS' Usin('C	 +VSin b

U,= 
i Y +'

2x Z ( 0" 0ow=)

+00
1 Y 1	 sinu,,,,ina„,A

V3 2a _ 	 sin u;,sin^x^. J

(11)

6 is the bearing angle of the vortex street; y is the intensity of

the vortex street.

ll

e hn' e wn' a hn' awn' ahn' and awn are, respectively, the

geometrical parameters in the vortex system model in Fig. 1.
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In the equations, v is the gas flow speed in the main flow zone; I64

Ca is the mean speed value of the axial-direction inlet gas in the

rotor; n  is the number of calculation points at the calculation

cross-section; and nu is the number of calculation points at the

calculation cross-section outside of the separation zone.

Fig. 1. A flow model of a vortex system in a
rotatingg stall condition.
Key: {i) Blade; (2) Rotor..

Refer to Literature [1] for the detailed calculation method

related to the two-dimensional flow field. Figure 2 shows the flow

speed field of a transonic rotor calculated using the above method.

In order to prove the correctness and soundness of the model, Fig. 3

4
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presents the measured speed field. By comparing flow speed fields

and analysis, we can see that this model is sound.

I

L= 2+tR	 I

862 - 801- 330 - 277 -110 -151 - 01• : 310 81 01 101 210 177 0^ /8! 1t2^
-811 -W0 -SN -217 -105 -123 -01	 U 122 IN 217 M NO 411 400

0 s0 10011})( #

Fig. 2. The calculated flow field in a transonic rotor in
a rotating stall at n=13000 rpm with mass flow coefficient
Z` =0.263.
Kgy: ( e ) Meters per second.

II. Experimental Equipment and Test Instruments 	 /65

This test stand is a single-and-double stage compressor test

equipment. The rated power of the test stand is about 2000 hp;

its rated rpm is 22,000 rpm; and its test flow range is 0 to 25

kilograms per second. For the transonic compressor used for

experimentation and study, the designed rotating speed is 229000

rpm; its designed flow is 13.6 kilograms per second; its pressure

ratio between stages under designed c.nditions is about 1.6; and

the relative Mach numbers at blade tip and blade root are, respec-

tively, 1.4 and 0.9.
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Fig. 3. The measured flow field in a transonic rotor
in a rotating stall at n =13000 rpm with mass flow
coefficient C =0.263.
Key: (1) Crow-section 0; (2) Working wheel; (3)
Meters per second; (4) Scale of speed.

In order to test the total static pressure at the inlet and

outlet of the rotor, and parameters of steady-state conditions

at the gas flow direction at the outlet of the rotor, a six-point

total pressure probe is installed at the cross-sections of the

inlet and outlet of the rotor. On the internal and external walls

of the cross-section of the inlet and outlet, four static pressure

holes are opened. At the cross-section of the rotor outlet, a

single-point type total static pressure composite probe (capable

of automatically tracking the direction of gas flow) is installed.

The flow through the rotor is measurel by using an inlet flow tube.

The collection and recording of the steady-state parameters are

done using an XJ-100 model automatic circulatiaig detection and

measurement instrument; some low-pressure parameters are directly

read out with water discharge.

The measurements of dynamic-state parameters (under stall

condition), the flow speed and total gas pressure are conducted

X14'



using a DISA/CTA series 55M model hot-wire anemometer and the

sensor part of a Chinese-made LDY6-4 model pressure pulse instru-

ment. The data collection and recording of the entire process of

dynamic-state parameters are obtained by using a TEAC/R 510 model

magnetic tape data recording instrument. In the entire testing

process, the RS-1 model oscillograph was used to conduct on-site

observation and monitoring of dynamic-state parameters. Refer to

Literature [2] for the test method of dynamic-state parameters and

data processing method.

III. Test Results and Analyses

1. The measured flow field and its analysis under rotating

stall conditions of a transonic rotor

Refer to Fig. 3 for the basic-element stage measured flow field

at the blade tip of a transonic rotor under rotating stall condi-

tions. The flow field is the measured flow field with flow coeffi-

cient Ca=0.263 and transonic rotor at 13,000 rpm. We can see from

the flow field diagram that reverse flow zcnes exist before and

after the cross-section of the rotor. The existence of the reverse

flow zone will return the lower-stream gas after applying pressure

and temperature increase by the rotor to the upper stream of the

rotor. This is the main reason for burn corrosion of the compressor

blades. The higher the supercharging ratio, the shorter !s the

time causing burn corrosion on blades by reverse flow; even this

destruction phenomenon could occur within tens of seconds. For a

rotor with axial-direction gas inlet, when reverse flow occurs,

there are pre-rotation and vortex motions in the upper streams of

the rotor. We can also obtain the following by comparing the low-

speed rotor introduced in Literature [3] with the measured flow

field: the reverse floe- zone in the lower stream of the transonic

rotor dissipates 'aster than the reverse flow zone of a low-speed

rotor. In the flow field of a transonic rotor, the reverse flow

zone in the lower stream of the rotor shrinks quite fast; no

7



reverse flow zone exists at cross-section IV about 170 mm from the

rotor. However, the reverse flow zone in the lower stream of a

low-speed rotor shrinks slowly, without dissipation until the

channel exit. This situation explains why the vortex intensity in

the transonic rotor attenuates more quickly than the vortex inten-

sity in the low-speed rotor. In the flow field of rotating stall

conditions of a transonic rotor, vortex motions exist in both the

upper and lower streams of the rotor, and there is more attenuation

of vortex intensity in the lower stream of the rotor; these facts

play an important role in correcting and improving the theoretical

flow model.

2. The onset, growth and cessation processes of rotating stall

and its analysis

M .Test results and analysis at $000 rpm

Figure 4 shows pressure signal oscillograms during the transi-

tion from the steady working condition to the stall condition. The

measuring probe Is install.>d at the blade tip 10 mm from the exter-

nal hub. From the figure, fundamentally the mean value of the

pressure signal does not vary in the transition process from steady

to stall conditions. However, in the transient process, the ampli-

tude of pulse oscillation of the pressure signal apparently in-

creases. This mean pressure value before entering the rotating

stall condition is fundamentally consistent with the mean pressure

value of the steady-state condition; however, there is apparently

the increasing flow phenomenon of the oscillation amplitude, termed

in Literature [3j the phenomenon of turbulent separation. Figure 5

presents the pressure oscillograms of the amplified phenomenon of

turbulent separation. We know from the figure that there are 17

pulses ^n the pressure osc."Lllogram with each periodic range of a

rotating speed. The rotational period in consistent- with the	 I66

rotating period of the rotor in these 17 pulse zones. Since the

number of blades of a rotor is 17, it provides a valid reason to
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explain why the nature of the phenomenon of turbulent separation is

a flow phenomenon of serious separation on each blade of the rotor

before the rotor enters the rotating stall condition. Since the

blade type is thin and slightly bent at the blade tip of the

transonic rotor, this can further explain how a conclusion has

been reached in studying the low -speed rotor where a relatively

long duration of turbulent separation often appears before some

bask-element stage (with a very small bending angle of blade type)

enters the rotating stall condition; this conclusion also applies

to a transonic rotor.

Fig. 4. The pressure signal oscillograms at n =8000 rpm

in stall condition and in blade irregular separation
condition.
Key: (a) Time signals; (b) Pressure signals; ( c) Flow
signals; (d) Signals of rotating speed.

While throttling from the condition of turbulent separation to

the condition of rotating stall, the average value of the pressure

signals apparently decreases, appearing as the rotating stall

phenomenon in both zones. The rotating speed (^ 	 'uminute minute
u rotor ) is 0.74. By throttling continuously, the number of separa-

tion zones changes from two to one but %inute still remains 0.74.

The working condition .4emains until the exhaust throttle valve is

9
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Fig. 5. The pressure signal
oscillograms at ng$000 rpm
in blade irregular separation
condition.
Key: (a) Time signals; (b)
Pressure signals; (c) Flow
signals; (d) Signals of rota-
ting speed.
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at the completely closed position. At this rotatinE sped, no

irregular oscillation appears in the compressor.

(2).Experimental results and anal-

lysis at 13,000 rpm

Two pressure probes are simi-

larly installed at blade tips of

the rotor. When the throttling

valve is being closed with transi-

tion to the stall state, first the

increasing longitudinal-direction

pulse oscillation amplitude of the

pressure oscillogram appears with a

phenomenon of turbulent separation

in serious separation on each blade

(refer to the oscillogram in (1) of

Fig. 6). Before onset of the rota-J67

ting stall, there is a new flow

phenomenon of periodic variation on

the mean value of a pulse type

oscillation amplitude (refer to the

oscillogram in (2) of Fig. 6).

Since the variation period is the

same as the period of one revolu-

tion of rotating speed, this is

not the rotating stall, but a

serious separation flow in the

channal of each blade. In addi-

tion, this phenomenon further

explains why there are different

gas flows through the channel of each blade. The occurrence of this

phenomenon is the prelude to the imminent rotating stall condition

(refer to the transition between oscillograms of (2) and (3) in Fig.

6)• This flow phe^ ,..,nenon appearing before occurrence of the rota-

10
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ting stall condition has not been included in past manuscripts; the
variation process of the pressure oscillogram is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The pressure signal oscillograms at n=13,000
rpm in blade irregular separation condition and in
rotating stall condition: (1) Pressure signal oscillo-
gram in blade irregular separation condition with
similar mean value of amplitude; (2) Pressure signal
oscillogram in blade irregular separation with ampli-
tude mean value varying periodically; (3) Pressure sig-
nal oscillogram in rotating stall condition.
Key: (a) Time ;ig► als; (b) Pressure signals; (c) Flow
signals; (d) Signals of rotating speed.

With continuous throttling after the appearance of the phenom-

enon of turbulent separation, a steady single-zone stall condition

begins in sequence. The alternate appearance of the varying-state

condition of the single-and-double zone and the steady condition

of the double zone can lead to sequential appearance of a transient

condition from the double zone toward the single zone and a steady

single-zone condition. At last, the stall dissipates from the

steady single-zone condition to the steady-state condition. Under

the various stall conditions mentioned above, the rotating speed

uminute of the separation zone is about 0.7.

1



The oscillograms of hot-wire anemometer probes (Fig. 7) and

pressure transducers {Fig. 8} are recorded under the transient

state of a varying stall flow state. Two oscillograms in Fig. 8
are measured while two hot-wire anemometer probes are placed,

respectively, at the blade tip and blade root of the rotor; the

angle included between these two probes is also 90'. These four

probes are placed on a single measurement cross-section. From

Fig. 8, fundamentally the shape of both oscillograms is the same,

with only a very small phase difference at the horizontal positions

of the oscillograms. Very obviously, the horizontal distance is

caused by the 90 0 difference in the included angle between the two

probes in a circle. Now we analyze the variation of the two hot-

wire oscillograms in Fig. 7: there is periodic variation of the

width :.:' the separation zone at the blade tip and blade root of

the rotor; the variation period is considerably greater than the

period of the rotor revolving speed. If the two oscillograms in

the figure are moved in relation to each other by a period of one

half width of the separation zone, we can see that the width of	 /68

separation zone at the blade root widens and the mean speed value

becomes smaller; at the blade tip, the width of the separation

zone is narrowed and the mean speed value becomes greater. The

situation is just the same if vice versa. Therefore the width

of the separation zone at the blade tip becomes, respectively, the

narrowest and the widest when the width of the separation zone at

the blade root reaches, respectively, the widest and the narrowest.

By comprehensively analyzing the oscillograms obtained by two hot-

wire anemometer probes at different blade heights as shown in

Fig. 7, and the oscillograms obtained by two pressure probes placed

at the blade tip as shown in Fig. 8, we can clearly see the follow-

ing: in the transient state, the width of the separation zone

varies not only periodically along the circumferential direction,

but also has periodic wavy motion in the diametral direction of

the blade. There is the same pulse frequency along the circumfer-

ential and the diametral directions, at about 18 Hertz. This

112
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phenomenon may occur once the stall flow state of the rotor varies.

It seems that this phenomenon explains the rotating stall condi-

tion; although the total flow remains constant as it passes a

certain cross-section of the rotor, the flows of various basic-

element stages may vary with time. The above flow phenomenon

appears in the transonic rotor along the blade-height direction

with relatively greater torsion on the blades; this phenomenon has

not been reported in manuscripts either domestically or abroad.

The discovery and proof of this phenomenon can provide a new and

valuable force of excited osuillation by analyzing the forces

acting on a blade. In addition, a new understanding of the configu-

ration of unsteady flow may be obtained.

"1 oil ` MMN "MiRq(a )
w1vo (b)

^^^^^^	
1R =} ; )

(b )
RRAVf )

(c)
(d)

Fig. 7. Me oscillograms measured by two hot-wire
anemometer probes in the transient process of a
rotating stall at n=13,000 rpm: the upper one--the
probe located at the root of the blade; the lower
one--the probe located at the tip of the blade.
Key: (a) Time signals; (b) Hot-wire signals; (c)
Flow signals; (d) Signals of rotating speed.

(3).Experimental results and analysis at 15,000 rpm 	 X69

In the experimental and study process at 15,000 rpm, the

measurement positions did not vary except that a hot-wire anemometer

probe was placed at the middle of the blade instead of at the

i
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original position at the blade tip of the rotor. The entire experi-

mental process and the obtained conclusions are the same as for

13,000 rpm. We do not describe them here. This section only

presents the oscillograms showing the speed value (refer to Fig. 9)

obtained with two hot-wire probes in the variation process of the

stall flow state.

E	 NNMl (i^ Ot (a)c
i (b)

g ilt°. iU
VV (b)

(c)

Fig. 8. The oscillograms measured by two pressure
transducers in the transient process of a rotating
stall at n-13,000 rpm (transducer located at the
tip of the blade).
Key: (a) Time signals; (b) Pressure signals; (c)
Flow signals; (d) Signals of rotating speed.

Conclusions

From this paper studying the rotating stall phenomenon of a

transonic rotor, the following brief conclusions can be reached:

1. The vortex system flow model, using the vortex theory and

established under the rotating stall condition, is sound. From

calculation using the model, the obtained two-dimensional flow

field matches quite well with the measured flow field.

2. From the measured flow field of a rotating stall condition

obtained from transonic rotor experiments, we can see that reverse—

t4
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flow zones exist in the upper and lower streams of the rotor. This

phenomenon explains the following: not only does the vortex motion

exist in the lower stream of the rotor, it also exists in the upper

stream. The reverse flow zone in the lower stream of the transonic

rotor dissipates faster than the reverse flo g.* zone of the low-speed

rotor. This ,,)henomenon explains that the dissipation of vortex

intensity in the lower streams of the transonic rotor is faster

than that in the low-speed rotor.

(b)

MEAWl< c

^#;^^t;3 (d )

Fig. 9. The oscillograms measured by two hot-wire
anemometer probes in the transient process of a
rotating stall at n=15,000 rpm: the upper one--the
probe located at the middle of the blade; the lower
one--the probe located at the root of the blade.
Key: (a) Time signals; (b) Hot-wire signals; (c)
Flow signals; (d) Signals of rotating speed.

3. At the blade tip of the transonic rotor, the phenomenon

of turbulent separation in the basic-element stages also occurs

because the blades are relatively straight, pointed and thin.

This phenomenon leads to the conclusion that a relatively longer

time of turbulent separation often occurs before the basic-element

stages (with a very small bending angle of the blade type) entering

the rotating stall condition as reached in the study of the low-

speed rotor.

1



4. In the rotating stall phenomenon occurring in some non-

designed rpm of the transonic rotor, the relative rotating speed

( ^ninute'uminute/u rotor ) of the separation zone remains unchanged,

about 70 percent of the rotor rpm. Therefore, the propagation

speed of the separation zone relative to the blade row is 30 percent

of the rotor rpm. This value is considerably lower than the

propagation speed (50 to 60 percent of the rotor rpm) of the separa-

tion zone of the low-speed rotor. This phenomenon is possibly due

to the effect of compressibility at the propagation speed of the

relative blade row of the separation zone where there is the

apparent intensifying effect in the transonic rotor.

5. In some non-designed rpm of transonic rotors, during the

dynamic-state process of varying the stall flow state, periodic

variation with time may occur on the circumferential width of the

separation zone. At the same time, periodic oscillation occurs

along the diametral direction of the gas flow. The varying frequency

of the period is 15 to 18 periods per second. After proof is obtain-

ed of this newly observed flow phenomenon, a new source of excited

oscillation in analysis of forces acting on a blade becomes known..-

In addition, new understanding of the configuration of unsteady flow

can be obtained.

These taking pa-rt in this experimentation were colleagues Feng

Yucheng, Tao DepUg, Li Baoju and Hu Zong'an, as well as Zhang

Songehen, Zhang Suzhen, Liu Jiafeng and Hao Shucheng of Institute

No. 606.
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